Are you looking for information on the internet? Here are some recommended free online resources that may be useful.

Readers Advisory
- www.readkiddoread.com
- www.goodreads.com
- http://www.fantasticfiction.co.uk/
- www.readersadvice.com

Encyclopedias
- http://www.wikipedia.org/  
  (Good general reference resource)
  (Great for geographical and political queries)

Newspapers

Genealogy
- www.familysearch.org
  (A good list of genealogy resources to start research)

Health resources
- http://www.abc.net.au/health/
- http://www.mayoclinic.com/

Remember: you can access online databases from the Library page or come in and see us to go online at the Library.

Your friendly Library staff, Christine and Helen.

ADULT FICTION:

- **Don’t Blink.** James Patterson. The scariest Mafia thriller since The Godfather.
- **Mini-Shopaholic.** Sophie Kinsella. Another in the bestselling Shopaholic series. Light-hearted and funny.
- **Legacy.** Danielle Steel. A new mesmerizing novel from this well-known author.
- **The Charming Quirks of Others.** Alexander McCall Smith. Isabel Dalhousi proves herself yet again to be one of Alexander McCall Smith’s most lovable and enduring creations.
- **Lovesong.** Alex Miller. A poignant tale of infidelity.
- **Homecoming.** Cathy Kelly. Romance, and compassion.
- **Lost Empire.** Clive Cussler. A Fargo adventure of suspense and action.
- **Wicked Appetite.** Janet Evanovich. The seven deadly sins covered everything her mother warned her about.
- **The Cobra.** Frederick Forsyth. Another book by this well-known author of best selling thrillers.
- **The Half-Child.** Angela Savage. Clever and funny and full of clashing cultures and a rich sense of place.
ADULT NON-FICTION

*Traditional Box Projects.* Strother Purdy. Step-by-step instructions and photography of all skill levels to produce a first-rate box every time.


*My first tractor – Stories of farmers and their first love.* Stories and artwork that depicts history of the tractor.

*Good gardens with less water.* Kevin Handreck. A companion to the best-selling *Gardening down-under* this book provides a practical guide to gardening with less water.

*Down-to-Earth garden design.* Phil Dudman. How to design and build your dream garden.


*The wild side of photography – Unconventional and creative techniques for the courageous photographer.* Cyril Harnischmacher

*A Day In The Life Of A Knight.* Andrea Hopkins. Follow the life of a knight.

*People Who Help Us – Chef.* Amanda Askew. Find out what a chef does every day.

*Claudia The Caterpillar.* Andrew McDonough. Claudia wants to fly under the watchful eye of God, Claudia flies as a butterfly.

*Australia.* Margot Richardson. Meet the people of Australia and learn about the diversity of their lives.

*Kangaroo – Amazing Animals.* Anna Rebus. Explore the life, habitat and family life of the kangaroo.

*Drawing Australian Creatures.* Andrew Penno. Learn to draw Australian creatures with amazing features.

*Welcome to Portugal.* Alison Jensen. Explore the world of Portugal.

*The Race For the Chinese Zodiac.* Gabrielle Wang. There is only 12 places to be won in the Chinese Zodiac. Thirteen animals line up to race.

*Flying Machines.* Andrew Nahum. Be an eyewitness to how man first realized his dream of taking flight.

GRAPHIC NOVEL

*War Correspondents.* Rob Shone

ADOLESCENT FICTION

*Get a Grip Cooper Jones.* Sue Whiting.

*Big River Little Fish.* Belinda Jeffrey.

*India Dark.* Kirsty Murray.

*Marrying Ameena.* Rosanne Hauke.

*The Three Loves of Persimmon.* Cassandra Golds.

JUNIOR FICTION:

*Lily Quench and the Dragon of Ashby.* Natalie Prior.

*Mad Iris.* Jeremy Strong.

*Ms. Wiz Rules OK!* Terence Blacker.

*Space Scout – The Big Freeze.* H. Badger.

*The Serpent’s Tale.* Gary Crew & Matt Otley.

*Duck for a Day.* Meg McKinlay & Leila Rudge

*Beast Quest- The Dark Cauldron.* Adam Blade

*The Heart of the Forest.* Barry Jonsberg

*Bindi – Trouble at the Zoo Book 1.* Chris Kunz

JUNIOR NON-FICTION:

*Pulleys.* Michael Dahl.

*Bob The Bird.* Andrew McDonough.

*Microscopic Life in the Garden.* Brian Ward.

*The Usborne 2nd Book of Know How.* Usborne.

EASY FICTION:

*What a Goose.* Leone Peguero.

*Can I Cuddle the Moon.* Kerry Brown.

*Good for You, Good for Me.* Lorenz Pauli.

*Family Forest.* Kim Kane.

*Potato Music.* Christina Booth & Pete Groves

*Disney Brother Bear.* Lisa Ann Marsoli

*Baby.* Tania Cox & Ann James

DVDS:

*Escape from the Barnyard.* (G).

*Hoot.* (G).

*Pokemon – All Stars Pikachu.* (G).

*Richard Hammond’s Blast Lab. V.1.* (G).

*Alvin and the Chipmunks 1&2.* (G).

*Inkheart.* (PG).

*Bob the Builder – Bashing Crashing Benny* (G)

*Bug Rangers – The Mane Event* (G)

*Free Willy – Special Edition* (G)